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Panasonic SR-GA541F Rice
Cooker 5.4 Litres

$368.00 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

Meet the Hussmann Panasonic SR-GA541F Rice Cooker, a kitchen essential with an impressive 5.4-liter capacity, perfect for
meeting the demands of any culinary occasion. Boasting a cooking capacity of 30 cups of rice, this automatic rice cooker is a
versatile addition to your kitchen. The double thermal built-in fuse ensures safe and secure cooking, making it suitable for
counters with no ventilation. Easy to use and clean, this Panasonic rice cooker is designed for convenience in every aspect. The
high-quality non-stick cooking pan guarantees that your food stays warm for up to 5 hours, providing the flexibility to prepare
meals at your own pace. With its combination of capacity, safety features, and ease of use, the Panasonic SR-GA541F Rice
Cooker is a reliable companion for efficient and worry-free cooking in your kitchen.
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Introducing the Hussmann Panasonic SR-GA541F Rice
Cooker
, a versatile kitchen essential boasting an impressive 5.4-liter capacity, equivalent to 30 cups of rice, catering perfectly to your
culinary needs. Engineered for safety and convenience, this Panasonic rice cooker features a double thermal built-in fuse,
ensuring secure cooking without the need for ventilation, making it an ideal choice for any kitchen setting.
Designed for ease of use and maintenance, the SR-GA541F comes equipped with a high-quality non-stick cooking pan,
guaranteeing that your food stays warm for up to 5 hours. With this innovative feature, you can confidently leave your food in
the cooker, knowing it will be ready and warm whenever you choose to enjoy it. Streamline your cooking process and elevate
your kitchen experience with the unparalleled performance and reliability of the Panasonic SR-GA541F Rice Cooker.

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Australia

External Colour Stainless Steel

Brand Panasonic

Model SR-GA541F

Warranty 1 Year

External Dimensions (mm) 466mm (W) x 558mm (D) x 338mm (H)

Capacity/Volume Volume = 5.4 Litres

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

About the Product

Panasonic SR-GA541F Rice Cooker 5.4 Litres, available at an
unbeatable price. Purchase the Hussmann SR-GA541F and explore
our wide range of commercial Rice Cooker, all with Australia wide
delivery.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $604.00
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